
Elite Design Systems (EDS) Completes Year-Long Multi-Media
Engagement with Roosevelt Island Operating Company (RIOC)
February 1, 2024 — Elite Design Systems (EDS), a leading technology solutions provider, proudly announces the successful
completion of an extensive year-long multi-media project in collaboration with the Roosevelt Island Operating Company (RIOC).
This transformative initiative encompassed a wide range of cutting-edge installations and enhancements across Roosevelt Island.

Project Highlights:

WAN/LAN Networking: EDS implemented robust
wide area network (WAN) and local area network
(LAN) infrastructure to enhance connectivity and
communication.
Compass Control Installations & Deployments:
Advanced control systems were seamlessly
integrated throughout various facilities on the island.
Digital Signage Applications: EDS designed and
deployed dynamic digital signage solutions for
effective communication and wayfinding.
Audio Visual and Hi-End Digital Sound Systems:
State-of-the-art audio and visual technologies were
installed to elevate user experiences.
Comprehensive Coverage: The project spanned
key locations, including the Youth Center, the newly
constructed Sports Park Facility, the Roosevelt Island
Police Station, the Mosaic Church, and even
extended to the iconic Lighthouse and RIOC’s
Operating Center.
Surveillance Systems: EDS provided
comprehensive surveillance coverage across the
entire island.

Chris Nace, Roosevelt Island Property
Owner: “The renovations and technology

improvements have significantly enhanced
our day-to-day quality of life on Roosevelt
Island. The Sportspark’s reopening is a

testament to progress and community well-
being.”



RIOC President Haynes’ Statement: “Sportspark is a deeply important
part of the Roosevelt Island fabric. Since 1977, the facility has
provided the community with a place to exercise, play, gather, and
have fun. Over time, it had deteriorated significantly, necessitating a
well-capitalized overhaul. The transformation is remarkable, and we
invite everyone to experience the state-of-the-art facility at an
affordable membership price.”

Rick Ortiz, Elite Design Systems Executive: “Our collaboration with
the talented IT professionals at RIOC ensured precise deployment
tailored to the unique needs of Roosevelt Island. We’re proud to
contribute to this remarkable transformation.”
Our Team Leader “ Bobby” Imkhanitsky designed and implemented a
technology upgrade that easily integrated with RIOC’s existing
infrastructure for a seamless transition

About Elite Design Systems (EDS): Elite Design Systems is a
technology solutions provider specializing in innovative
infrastructure, audio-visual systems, and digital deployments. With a
commitment to excellence, EDS transforms spaces and experiences
through cutting-edge technology.
Note to Editors: High-resolution images and additional information
are available upon request.
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